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The porous structure of hardened gypsum prepared by hydration of CaSO4"0.5H20 and 
CaSO4 was studied by nuclear magnetic resonance. The combined analysis of the melting 
curves of water confined in pores, the shapes of diffusional echo attenuations and 
dependencies of apparent self-diffusion coefficients of water and olygomer confined in 
pores on diffusion time, shows that the porous geometry of the hardened gypsum prepared 
from calcium hemihydrate and anhydrite can be represented by a model of randomly 
oriented layers. In the case of hemihydrate, most of the pores are arranged in the 
macropores range. In the case of pure anhydrite, the fraction of macropores is about 90% 
and diminishes to 30% as a result of modification. The rest of the pores (10%-30%) are 
arranged in the mesopores range. This has been established for the first time for the 
hardened gypsum. The length of pores along the layer was also estimated. In the case of 
hemihydrate, this value was more than 2.5 x 10 -5 m, and in the case of anhydrite it was 
about 0.5x 10 .6 m. It is found that the use of modifiers results in a decrease in the layer 
thickness and permeability of the hardened gypsum. 

1. In troduct ion  
The physical, mechanical and chemical properties of 
porous substances are determined to a great extent by 
pore structure (distribution, geometry, etc.). This is 
also important for construction materials where char- 
acteristics of pores often influence the final properties 
of the product (durability, water resistance, heat and 
sound conductivity, strength). 

The porous structure of hardened gypsum was 
studied by electron microscopy and mercury porosi- 
metry methods [1-5]. It was shown that it depended 
on the dispersion of raw material, water to binder 
ratio, temperature, employment of modifiers, etc. The 
shape of the crystallites can be needle-like or layer-like 
[2, 3], depending on the magnitudes of the above- 
mentioned factors and their combination. The pores 
are interconnected, their average dimensions are more 
than 5 x 10 -Sm according to Brukner [1], or from 
1.3 x 10 .6  to 4.5 x 10 .6  m according to Lack [3]. i.e. 
they can be classified as macropores (larger than 
5 x 10 -s  m [6]). 

Radiospectroscopy methods have been widely used 
during the last few years, together with the con- 
ventional methods in the investigation of porous 
structure. One of these method is nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR). Several NMR investigations on 
hardened cement paste have been carried out during 
the last few years, in which the porous structure of 
artificially hardened materials was studied [-7-9]. As 
far as we know, no similar investigations have been 
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carried out on hardened gypsum until now, except for 
our earlier work [10]. 

In the present work, NMR was used to study the 
porous structure, firstly through the analysis of the 
dependence of liquid water fraction in pores versus 
temperature, and secondly, through the analysis of 
self-diffusion of liquid molecules (water or olygomer) 
in pores. 

In the first case, the parameters of pore-size distri- 
bution were determined from the temperature depend- 
ence of the relative volume of the liquid pores. 

In the second case, the molecules of confined liquid 
are used as a probe, yielding information about the 
geometry of the porous media. The influence of por- 
ous media on the self-diffusion coefficient of a confined 
liquid was considered in a number of works on fractals 
[11], and has been investigated experimentally in sam- 
ples with well-defined structure [12-14]. In several 
works, attempts were made to estimate the character- 
istics of the porous structure through the analysis of 
the shape of the diffusional echo attenuation 
[10, 15, 16]. 

In the present study, samples of hardened gypsum 
prepared by hydration of CaSO4"0.5H20 and CaSO4 
without and with some modifiers that reduce water- 
resistance and enhance the compression strength of 
the resulting product, were used. The purpose of this 
work was to determine the characteristics of the por- 
ous geometry of hardened gypsum and to elucidate 
the effect of binder composition on porous structure. 
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2. Experimental procedure 
2.1. M a t e r i a l s  
We have investigated five samples of hardened 
gypsum with the matrix composed of CaSO4-2H20. 
Samples 1 and 2 were prepared by hardening of 
CaSO4-0.5H20 (hemihydrate, HH), without the addi- 
tives (sample 1) and with them (sample 2). The starting 
material for the other samples (3-5) was CaSO4 (an- 
hydrite, AH), without additives (sample 3) and with 
them (samples 4 and 5). The additives used were a 
hydration activator (earthy gypsum), a superplas- 
ticizer and fillers. The product of the condensation of 
naphthalene sulfonic acid with formaldehyde was 
used as the superplasticizer [17]. Sample composi- 
tions and their compressive strength are presented in 
Table I. The duration of the hardening process was 
about one day (for samples 1 and 2) and 28 days 
(samples 3-5) at room temperature which was appro- 
priate to completion of the process of hydration and 
the formation of a porous structure [5]. The specific 
surface determined by the BET method is about 
1 m 2 g-1 for all the samples. We could not determine 
any differences between the samples by this method. 

A self-diffusion study was carried out on water- and 
olygomer-saturated samples. Before the injection of 
olygomer, the samples were carefully dried under vac- 
uum at 50 ~ for 4 h. The olygomer used was poly- 
propylene oxide (PPO) with M = 1025, Mw/Mn ~-1.1. 

Before describing the experimental methods used, 
various notations are explained. The definition of pore 
size in the case of non-spherical pore is not unambigu- 
ous. In this case, irrespective of the pore shape, we can 
introduce at least t w o  parameters, which can be 
understood in the most simple and objective way. 
These are minimal, dmin, and maximal, d . . . .  dimen- 
sions, corresponding to minimal and maximal distan- 
ces between the walls of the pore, respectively. These 
parameters are usually called pore diameter and pore 
length. 

2.2. The decrease of water melting 
temperature in pores 

The liquid confined inside the pore is characterized by 
a lowered melting temperature. The formation of 
a small crystal has been treated theoretically by Gibbs 

T A B L E  I Compositions of raw material (wt %) used for prepar- 
ing hardened gypsum, and the compressive strengths of the final 
product 

Components Sample 

1 2 3 4 5 

CaSO4" 0.5H20 
CaSO4 
Water-to-binder ratio 
Quartz sand 
Lime 
Earthy gypsum (CaSO4-2H20) 
Superplasticizer 
A12(SO4)3 
Compressive strength (MPa) 

100 90.5 
- - 95 87 78.75 
51 35 34.5 23.5 24.5 
- 2.5 15 15 

5 5 5 5 
- 1 - 2 - 

- 1 - 1 1 

- - - 0.25 
12 30 31.5 50 45 
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[18] and Thomson (Kelvin) [19] who showed the 
effect of surface curvature on the equilibrium state of 
a pure substance. According to both Gibbs and 
Thomson the equation describing the dependence of 
melting-point depression for a crystal of dimension 
d on thermodynamic parameters is given by 

AT = 4cyT~ (1) 

were cy is the surface energy of solid-liquid interface, 
T O is the normal bulk melting point, AH is the bulk 
enthalphy of fusion, A T =  T O -  Tin, Tm is the 
melting temperature, Pc is the density of solid. It is 
clear, that maximum AT corresponds to minimum d. 
Consequently, the melting of a crystallite of complic- 
ated shape is determined by .the minimal distance 
between the pore walls (pore diameter). 

The dependence of melting temperature on pore 
diameter has been well studied experimentally 
[20-24]. As a result, the dependence of AT on dmin for 
a number of porous substances and confined liquids, 
were determined. It was shown that, in the case of the 
water, AT is determined only by the size of the pore, 
and not by the nature of the porous medium [21]. 

One of the most suitable methods to determine the 
melting point in porous media is nuclear magnetic 
resonance [22-24]. Recently, Strange and co-workers 
proposed the use of this method in combination with 
the depression of melting point in pores as a novel 
method to determine pore-size distribution [23, 24]. 
The use of cyclohexane instead of water, the most 
popular absorbent, and automatic collection of data, 
enabled the authors to increase the sensitivity of the 
method, and to determine pore diameter distributions 
for a number of porous silica. 

We have used a variation of the method proposed 
by Strange and co-workers, with two changes. Firstly, 
we used water as the natural absorbent of hardened 
gypsum materials. Secondly, we analysed free induc- 
tion decays instead of the spin-echo amplitudes. This 
is caused by the dependence of the transverse NMR 
relaxation time upon the pore diameter, a fact which 
can lead to the distortion of the ratio of echo ampli- 
tudes of liquids confined in pores of different dia- 
meters. The curve of water melting in porous glasses 
with a narrow distribution of pore size, was used as 
a calibration curve [22]. We have verified the method 
by investigating the melting of ice in carbon cylin- 
drical pores with a narrow diameter distribution [25]. 
The sizes, determined in this experiment, appeared to 
coincide well with those obtained by adsorption. 

The NMR relaxation of water protons was studied 
on a home-built spectrometer with resonance 1H fre- 
quency 20 MHz. Free induction decay is given by 

A(t) = Pl f f f t )  + P2fa(t) (2) 

where r is the time, fl(t) corresponds to the relaxation 
of protons of crystallohydrate, ice and adsorbed 
water, f2(t) corresponds to relaxation of"liquid" water 
protons, P1 and P2 are the proton populations, fl(t) 
and f2(t) are characterized by NMR relaxation times 
of about 10 jxs and more than 1 ms, respectively. The 
relative fraction of liquid water at temperature, T, was 



determined from the relation 

C(T) = P2(T)/P2(T = O~ (3) 

In order to raise the precision of melting temperature 
determination, to exclude the effect of surface water 
and to reduce temperature gradient along the sample, 
the experimental procedure was improved in the fol- 
lowing ways. 

1. The spectrometer was equipped with a high-pre- 
cision temperature-control sample unit (~ 0.2 ~ 

2. All samples after saturation were washed in CC14 
in order to remove surface water. 

3. Samples were placed in CC14 filled glass tubes. 
A gap was left between tube walls and the sample for 
CC14 convection. 

4. Nitrogen vapour, which was used as the heat 
carrier, was pumped from the top to the bottom of the 
tube. 

2.3. Self-diffusion of liquid molecules 
confined in pores 

The detailed description of the pulsed-field gradient 
method (PFG) can be found elsewhere [26, 271. The 
application of this method to the study of porous 
substances is discussed in numerous publications, for 
example [12-161. The molecules of liquids, in the 
absence of temperature and concentration gradients, 
participate in translational motion. The root mean 
square displacement of the molecules (RMD, [r[) for 
a bulk liquid is the Gaussian random process with 
propagator (normalized probability that a molecule 
shifts to the distance ]rL in the direction of the pulsed- 
gradient vector during the time interval td) 

P(lr[, ta) = (4~Dotd)-3/2exp[ -- <r2>/(4Dotd)] (4) 

In this case, Einsteins equation for RMD holds 

( r  2 )  = 6D0td (5) 

where Do is the self-diffusion coefficient (SDC) of the 
molecules in bulk liquid. Do does not depend on the 
diffusion time and is characteristic of the molecular 
translational motion. 

The diffusional echo-attenuation (EA) detected in 
the PFG experiment is the Fourier transformation of 
P(lr[, ta) and, in the case of bulk liquid, is given by 

A(g2)/A(O) = exp( - kDo) (6) 

where A(g ) is the spin-echo amplitude, k = 72~292td, 

7 is the gyromagnetic ratio, 8 and g are duration and 
amplitude of the gradient pulse, respectively. 

For the liquid confined in pores, the statistics of 
molecular RMD are determined by the morphology of 
the porous medium. The shape of EA often differs 
from Equation 6. In these cases, the most convenient 
physical characteristics of translational motion is ap- 
parent SDC (<D>) 

(D> = - (72~2ta)-* ~{ln[A(g)]} . 4 0  (7) 

As ta increases, the following typical cases can be 
considered. 

1. In the range of small diffusion times, when RMD 
is small relative to pore size, (D> is close to Do. The 
shape of EA is similar to Equation 6. 

2. As td increases, when IrL~dmin the transitional 
regime for translational diffusion is achieved. The de- 
pendence of (D> on td is observed and EA becomes 
non-exponential. Mitra et al. showed that the slope of 
this dependence is given by [141 

<D> 4(D0td) ~ S 
~ 1 (8)  

Do 9(re) ~ V 

where S and V are pore surface area and pore volume, 
respectively. 

3. In the range of sufficiently large ta(Ir] > dm,x),(D> 
attains the constant effective value, D e f  t . The relation 
D~ff/Do characterizes the permeability of the media for 
molecules of the liquid and is closely connected with 
such properties of substance as sound and heat per- 
meability, and electrical conductivity. 

4. Finally, when RMD becomes comparable with 
the correlation length of the porous medium, 4, in 
accordance with the central limits theorem of prob- 
ability theory, the averaging of translational motion 
over large number of random orientations leads to the 
fulfillment of the Gaussian statistics for the displace- 
ments. EA is described by Equation 6 with the SDC 
equal to D e f  t . In the experiment, the beginning of such 
averaging can be detected from a tendency of the EA 
shape to change into exponential form when ta in- 
creases. 

The PFG experiments were performed using the 
NMR spectrometer built by the venture "Magnitnyi 
Resonans" [-28], operating at the 1H frequency of 
60 MHz. In our experiments, 9 was varied from 0 to 
maximal value at constant 5 and ta. The maximum 
value of g was 40 T m-  1. The "stimulated echo" pulse 
sequence was used. 

3. Results and discussion 
The dependences of the volume fractions of pores on 
pore diameters derived from the melting point de- 
pression are shown in Fig. 1. It is seen that pore 
diameter distributions (PDD) of samples studied are 
rather broad and differ for all samples studied. The 
peak of PDD in pure HH is situated in the region of 
large pore diameters, beyond the resolving power of 
this method (curve 1). In samples, 2-5, most of the 
pores are characterized by diameters less than 
100 • 10 .9 m (curves 2-5). It is obvious that, in sam- 
ples 1 and 2 (HH), the number of pores with diameters 
less than 5 x 10 .8 m (mesopores) is rather small. The 
peak in pure AH is situated in the range around 
80x 10-gm (curve 3). In this case the fraction of 
mesopores is about 0.1 only. The use of modifiers 
leads to the shift of peaks of both HH and AH into the 
region of small pore diameters (curves 2, 4, 5). For 
sample 4 two peaks of the distribution probably exist 
(curve 4). Sample 5 shows a minimum pore diameter 
(curve 5). In samples 4-6, the fraction of mesopores is 
greater than 0.65. 
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Figure 1 Pore diameter distributions in samples (1) 1, (2) 2, (3) 3, (4) 
4 and (5) 5. 
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Figure 3 The dependencies of the ratio (D)/Do for water molecules 
as a function of diffusion time for samples (1) 1, (2) 2, (3) 3, (4) 4 and 
(5) 5 at 30~ 

T A B L E  II  Characteristics of the samples determined from plots 
( D )  (ta) 

Sample (Deft~Do)H2 o (Deff/Do)i, po g/s (~tm) 

1 4.00 
2 1.10 
3 0.24 0.29 0.74 
4 0.22 0.24 0.72 
5 0.20 0.20 0.57 

molecules in the layers randomly oriented with respect 
to the pulsed-field gradient [15] 
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Figure 2 The diffusional echo-attenuations as a function of g 2 for 
sample 1 at diffusion times of (1) 4 ms, (2) 20 ms, (3) 100 ms and (4) 
for bulk water. 

Echo-attenuations for water molecules confined in 
pores, which are typical for all systems under study, 
are shown in Fig. 2. These EA are non-exponential. 
However, with the use of scaling of the x-axis of the 
plot, we can superimpose the initial parts of all EA. As 
a result of this procedure, all EA coincide and form 
one curve [10]. This curve can be described by the 
analytical expression derived for self diffusion of the 

t 
l 

A(g)/A(O) = exp(--kDi)  exp(koDix2)dx (9) 
.1o 

where Di is the apparent  interlayer SDC. 
The plots of ratios of the apparent  SDC of water 

confined in pores of samples 1-5 to the SDC of bulk 
water (Do = 2.7 x 10  - 9  m = s-1) versus ta are shown in 
Fig. 3. The ratio (D)/Do for all of the samples is much 
less than unity. The time dependence of ( D )  for AH is 
virtually absent (curves 3-5). For  HH, the observed 
(D)(ta) dependence is typical for a transitional regime 
(curves 1 and 2). The independence of ( D )  from 
ta shows that in AH in the range of experimental ta, 
interporous diffusion takes place, i.e. ( D )  represents 
D e f  t . The values of Deft/D O c a n  be used to characterize 
the sample's permeability in the length scale of ob- 
served R M D  of water molecules. These values are 
presented in Table II. 

The R M D  of water molecules for ta = 4 and 100 ms, 
estimated from Equation 5, are -~5x10  -6 and 
-~2.5 x 10 -5 m, respectively. We cannot investigate 
self diffusion at smaller displacements because of the 
technical limitations of the apparatus (minimum ta is 
1 ms). One way to solve this problem is to substitute 
water by another liquid, with SDC smaller than that 
of water [10]. It is evident from Equation 5 that in 
order to decrease RMD, for example, by one decimal 
order, Do of this liquid should be 100 times smaller 
than that of water molecules. The additional require- 
ments are as follows: the size of the molecules should 
be sufficiently small to penetrate into even the smallest 
pores, and liquid should not damage pore walls. We 
used P P O  olygomer as such a liquid. The root mean 
square end-to-end distance, which was ' taken as the 
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size of the P P O molecule, was the size of Kuhn's 
segment [29] and is 1.1 x 10 .9  m. This value is essen- 
tially smaller than the pore diameters of the samples 
studied (see [1] and data in Fig. 1). The measurements 
were performed at 10 ~ Do of the bulk PPO at this 
temperature is 7.2 x 10 -12 m 2 s -1. 

In Fig. 4 the (D)/Do plots for PPO in samples 1-5 
are shown as the function of ta. The RMD values, 
derived according to Equation 2 at td = 4 ms and 100 
ms are -~0.4x 10 6m and ~- l .5x 10 .6  m, respect- 
ively. The dependencies of ( D )  on ta are observed not 
only for samples 1 and 2 (HH), as in Fig. 3, but also for 
samples 3-5 (AH). In HH in the range of small td, the 
slopes of the curves are steeper than those of curves 
obtai~aed for self diffusion of water (Fig. 3). So, with the 
use of P P O we can observe a transitional regime of self 
diffusion in HH and AH. The values of Deft~Do, that 
characterize permeability of AH for PPO molecules at 
maximum displacements are given in Table II. 

The initial slopes in Fig. 4 also differ. The values of 
V/S for each of the samples studied were calculated 
using the approximation given by Equation 8 and are 
presented in Table II. It is seen from this table that the 
relations Deft~Do for water and PPO are close to each 
other in all AH samples. This indicates, in particular, 
that the specifics of the interaction of water and 
olygomer molecules with the surface of pores is insig- 
nificant. So, the curves in Fig. 4 can be considered as 
an extension of the curves in Fig. 3 to the range of 
smaller displacements. Taken together, they give a pic- 
ture of translational molecular mobility in the length 
scale of ~0.4 x 10 .6  to ~2.5 x 10 .5 m, and of pecu- 
liarities in the porous structure of the samples under 

study i 
.... :: F~gr poi~ous substances of practical interest, like the 

hardeneffgypsum, the broad distribution of pore sizes, 
a n d  the isotropic orientation of pores are typical. Both 
of these factors result in a distribution of pore projec- 
tions on the pulsed gradient direction and lead to the 
distribution of barrier spacing detected by PFG. The 
minimum barrier spacing represents the pore dia- 
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Figure 4 The dependencies of the ratio (D)/Do for PPO molecules 
as a function of diffusion time for samples (1) 1, (2) 2, (3) 3, (4) 4 and 
(5) 5 at 10~ 

meter, and the maximum one represents the pore 
length. Therefore, the extreme values of RMD cor- 
responding to a transitional regime can be used, in 
principal, to estimate the minimum diameter and 
maximum length of pores in the sample. 

Diameters of the pores in most of the samples 
studied are beyond the resolving power of the P F G  
method (0.4 x 10 -6 m). So, the alternation of liquid 
diffusion is not determined by the distribution of pore 
diameters. Evidently it is determined b y  other dimen- 
sions in the scale of RMD, detected by the P F G  
method. These dimensions can be discussed in terms 
of the orientation and shape of pores. 

The similar shape of EA in all of the samples pre- 
pared from H H  and AH allows us to conclude that, in 
these samples, there exist common structural peculiar- 
ities of water-confining geometry. The fact that EA 
can be described by equation 9 [10], shows that the 
porous systems studied can be considered as a ran- 
domly oriented set of layers with respect to the pulsed 
field gradient. The parts of EA with different slopes 
correspond to the contributions of the layers with 
different orientations. 

The length scale in which the dependence of ( D )  on 
td is observed includes the whole time scale of water 
(Fig. 3, curves 1 and 2) and P P O  (Fig. 4, curves 1 and 
2) (0.4 x 10 .6  to 2.5 x 10 .5 m) self diffusion. Similar 
results in H H  were obtained earlier for other water to 
binder ratios [10]. In AH, contrary to HH, the de- 
crease of (D)/Do up to Deff/D o is completed at RMD 
~0.5 • 10 . 6  m, corresponding to t a~20  ms for PPO 
self diffusion (Fig. 3, curves 3-5). For  all of the AH 
samples, the plateau is attained at close values of 
RMD. Consequently, the maximum pore length in 
AH is about 0.5 x 10 -6 m, whereas in H H  it is more 
than ~ 2.5 x 10-s m. So, the pore sizes are sufficiently 
greater in HH. The same conclusion follows from the 
ratio V/S, which is greater in HH, than in AH (Table 
II). When the structures are similar, the samples with 
smaller width of the layers are characterized by less 
permeability. This becomes obvious when we compare 
the values of Deff/D 0 for H H  and AH (Table II). 

The modification in all cases causes a decrease in 
pore diameter (Fig. 1), whereas the shape of EA and 
RMD, corresponding to the attainment of Deff (Fig. 4), 
remains constant. Consequently, the similarity of the 
porous geometry for the samples hardened without 
and with modifiers, holds. Thus, within the framework 
of layers geometry, introduced above, the use of modi- 
fiers results in a decrease of the layer thickness (pore 
diameter). The length of the pores remains unaffected. 
This is in agreement with the decrease in media per- 
meability and in V/S in the samples prepared with 
modifiers (Table II). 

The correlation between compressive strength, P, of 
the samples (Table I) and characteristics of their por- 
ous structure (Table II) is observed. Samples with 
larger P have the proportionally smaller values of V/S. 
It is obvious that one of the factors affecting the 
strength of the sample is the porous structure. There- 
fore, the N MR method probably could be a useful tool 
for predicting the mechanical properties of porous 
substances. 
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4. Conclusion 
The combined analysis of the melting curves of ab- 
sorbed water and the dependencies of the apparent 
self diffusion coefficient of water and olygomer on 
diffusion time, shows that porous geometry of 
hardened gypsum, prepared from hemihydrate and 
anhydrite, can be represented by a model of randomly 
oriented layers. In the case of hemihydrate, more than 
95% of pores are arranged in the macropores range. 
In the case of anhydrite, the fraction of macropores is 
about 90% and is decreased by the modification to 
about 30%. The rest of the pores (10%-30%) are 
arranged in the mesopores range. The latter fact is 
shown here for the first time for hardened gypsum. 

The length of the pores along the layers has been 
estimated. In the case of hemihydrate this value is 
more than 2.5 x 10- 5 m, and in the case of anhydrite it 
is about 0.5 x 10 -6 m. 

It was found that permeability determined from the 
ratio of the effective self diffusion coefficient to the 
self diffusion coefficient of the bulk liquid, is essen- 
tially less in the case of anhydrite and diminishes in 
modified samples. 

It was determined that the use of modifiers results in 
decreases in layer thickness and in permeability of 
hardened gypsum 
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